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Ways of healing



Ways of healing

Bridging the gap



The dominant paradigm

Ways of knowing



‘The care of the patient’

‘One of the essential qualities of the 
clinician is interest in humanity, for the 
secret of the care of the patient is in caring 
for the patient.’

Francis Peabody (1927) The care of the patient

Reflection: 
learning from experience

‘We learn not from 
experience but from 
reflecting on 
experience.’

John Dewey, 1938



Reflection: a valuable activity?

‘We are asked to 
reflect all the time, 
and then to reflect on 
our reflection until 
we’re sick of it.’
Matthew Critchfield, 
2008

Matthew’s story

‘Yeah, I’ll go’
www.patientvoices.org.uk/lssc.htm



A model for reflection:
EAR

Good stories are 

Effective

Affective

Reflective

Tony Sumner, 2008



Stories and transformation

‘Storytelling is the 
mode of description 
best suited to 
transformation in new 
situations of action.’

Schön, 1988

Stories or statistics?

‘Statistics tell us the 
system’s experience of 
the individual, whereas 
stories tell us the 
individual’s experience 
of the system…’

Tony Sumner (2009)



The stories: Patient Voices

Patient Voices

patience, noun. calm endurance of pain or 
any provocation; perseverance 

patient, adj. having or showing patience

voice, verb. give utterance to, express 

Concise Oxford Dictionary, 1964



Facts and figures 
(and some statistics)

450+ stories facilitated/recorded

70+ workshops, plus some home visits!

350+ stories released via Patient Voices website

10+ Patient Voices stories WIP

550,000+ hits on the website in 2010

1100-2400 hits per working day on PV website

200 Gigabytes of data downloaded

35,000 stories viewed during the year

Patient Voices: a short history
2003 Patient Voices Programme founded by Pip Hardy and Tony Sumner

2004 Dartmouth Hitchcock Clinical Microsystems Film Festival ’People’s Choice’

2005 First use of Patient Voices stories by UK National Audit Office VFM

2006 CDS workshops in California

2007 MSc research into digital storytelling in healthcare complete

2008 Creating an Inter-professional workforce Innovation award

2009 .5 million hits on Patient Voices website 

2010 BMJ award for Excellence in Healthcare Education
Shortlisted for BMJ Health Communicator of the Year and
MJA Healthcare Champion of the Year

2010 Three papers published 

PHD research into impact of digital storytelling on healthcare and reflective 
potential of technology

2011 Health Foundation award to improve complaints handling using digital storytelling



Informed consent

Considered release



Jean’s story

Getting to the bottom of things

www.patientvoices.org.uk/rcnqip.htm



Passages past dragons

‘No matter what form 
the dragon may take, it is 
of this mysterious 
passage past him, or into 
his jaws, that stories of 
any depth will always be 
concerned to tell….’

Flannery O’Connor

Vicky’s story

Locked door



What research reveals

The stories are valued for their:
authenticity 
veracity
flexibility and versatility
brevity and succinctness
emotional power…..



What research reveals

…and for their ability to:
prompt reflection
stimulate discussion and debate
promote empathy
encourage creativity 
change practice.

Hardy, 2007

From stories to transformation

Markers Guides

Comfort Warning



‘Stories work on many levels.’

Brian Clark, Storyteller

Reflection in action

‘But now, with the digital 
storytelling, I understand 
for the first time what it 
really means, and how 
powerful reflection can be 
for me, and as a way of 
sharing my experiences 
with others.’

Matthew Critchfield, 2008



Reflection and professional 
development

Evaluation and research



Health promotion

Involving patients



Creating a culture of safety

Improving the patient experience



Sharing understanding across cultures

Illuminating threshold concepts



Culture of the heart

Culture of the heart

‘Behaviour change 
happens in highly 
successful situations 
mostly by speaking to 
people’s feelings.’

Kotter and Cohen (2002)



Culture of the heart

‘The culture of the mind must 
be subservient to the culture of 
the heart.’

Mahatma Gandhi

Thank you
pip@pilgrimprojects.co.uk
www.patientvoices.org.uk

Distribution of the Patient Voices digital stories 
is funded by

www.pilgrimprojects.co.uk



The lesson

‘If there is one lesson to be learnt, I suggest 
it is that people must always come before 
numbers. It is the individual experiences 
that lie behind statistics and benchmarks 
and action plans that really matter, and 
that is what must never be forgotten when 
policies are being made and implemented.’

Robert Francis, QC 




